Official FAA training data is reflected in eLMS Production. The most current data is not always duplicated in Staging but is needed for training and testing purposes. There is a quarterly refresh so that Staging will be regularly updated with the most current data from production. Refreshes occur the second Thursday of each quarter from 10am to 10am ET Friday and only effect eLMS Staging. Please visit the SOP for the refresh on the Resource Center for additional information.

March 16 – Staging & Sandbox
June 15 – Staging
August 10 - Staging

On the second Thursday of every month (except as noted below), Sandbox and Staging environments will be unavailable to all users from 10pm to 6am ET Friday morning. On the fourth Thursday of every month (except as noted below), the Production environment will be unavailable to all users from 10pm to 6am ET Friday morning. If the maintenance window would coincide with a recognized holiday (Thursday or Friday) the window is shifted to Tuesday night of the same week. Both times are for routine maintenance. Ending times for each maintenance window are approximate. All reports scheduled to run overnight will run immediately after maintenance is complete. No data in any environment will be affected.

July 13 – Sandbox & Staging
July 27 – Production

August 10 – Sandbox & Staging
August 24 – Production

September 14 – Sandbox & Staging
September 28 – Production

October 12 – Sandbox & Staging
October 26 – Production
November 9 – Sandbox & Staging
November 21 (Tuesday) – Production

December 14 – Sandbox & Staging
December 28 - Production